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1 - MOTIVATION

• The study of the video domain in computer vision is of great importance. However, providing
annotations for videos is particularly difficult due to its temporal dimension.

• Some efforts utilize the temporal order signal to design a Self-Supervision task [1, 2, 3].
These efforts disambiguate or sort video frames using no context outside the given frames,
which can lead to ambiguous samples as the one shown below.

Ordered Frames Reversed Frames

• Future prediction is a task that can be often used for learning representations. However, it is
challenging since the future is not uni-modal and reconstructing the input can be expensive
for videos.

2 - SKIP-CLIP

• We propose a method that alleviates the shortcomings of sorting and future frame prediction
approaches by combining both ideas in a single method.

• We sparsely sample a set of frames to be sorted as well as a set of contiguous surrounding
frames as a context. The model is trained to predict the correct relative position of every
frame given the context using a ranking objective.

• Training the model to rank future frames given a context is a softer, more controlled instan-
tiation of future prediction in latent space.

• To demonstrate the quality of the learned representations, we provide strong results for the
downstream task of action recognition using the UCF101 dataset.

3 - NOTATION

Video frames:
V = {v1, v2, · · · , vN}

K context frames sampled starting time-step t:
c = {vt, vt+1, · · · , vt+K}

M target frames subsequent to c:
T = {x1, x2, · · · , xM}

M Negative frames (sampled from different
videos):

Q = {x1, x2, · · · , xM}

Context encoding:
h = g(c)

Targets encoding:
zi = f(xi), zi = f(xi)

4 - METHODOLOGY

Objective Functions:

Lrank =

M−1∑
i=0

M∑
j=i+1

max(0,−Γ(h, zi) + Γ(h, zj) + δrank).

Lcontrastive =
∑M

i=0 max(0,−Γ(h, zi) +Ez∈Q[Γ(h, z)] + δneg).

Scoring Function:

Γ(h, zi) =
1

H ∗W

H∑
m=0

W∑
n=0

hm,n · zm,n
i

||hm,n|| · ||zm,n
i ||

• An auxiliary rotation prediction task is used as a regularization for the encoder f(x).

• g(c) encoder parameters are trained for the pretext task of future frames ranking. The
parameters are then fine-tuned for the downstream task of action recognition. Both pre-
training and fine-tuning are performed using the UCF-101 dataset.

5- RESULTS

Model UCF101

Skip-Clip 59.5
Skip-Clip + rotation 63.1
Skip-Clip + rotation + negative sampling 64.4

Table 1: Ablation Study comparing the base model to mod-
els with additional auxiliary objectives.

Method Accuracy

Random Initialization [4] 42.4
ImageNet Inflation [5] 60.3
Skip-Clip 64.4

Table 2: Top-1 accuracy comparison
to standard initialization baselines perfor-
mance for action recognition task on UCF-
101 dataset.

• Basic Skip-Clip model without the auxiliary rotation objective can be susceptible to learn-
ing trivial solutions to the ranking task, which does not necessarily transfer well to other
semantic tasks like action recognition.

5 - RESULTS (CONTD.)
Method Backbone Source UCF101

Shuffle and Learn [2] AlexNet UCF101 50.9
Arrow of time [1] AlexNet UCF101 55.3
OPN [3] AlexNet UCF101 56.3

VideoGAN [6] C3D UCF101 52.1
Motion & Appearance [7] C3D UCF101 58.8
Motion & Appearance [7] C3D Kinetics 61.2
3DRotNet [8] 3D ResNet-18 Kinetics 62.9
Video Clip Ordering [9] R3D UCF101 64.9
3DCubicPuzzles [5] 3D ResNet-18 Kinetics 65.8

Skip-Clip 3D ResNet-18 UCF101 64.4

Table 3: Top-1 Accuracy performance for action recognition task on UCF-101 dataset. Different backbones used for by
the methods can account for some of the performance difference.

--

Visualizations of the cosine similarity per aligned cell between context and target representations that are part of comput-
ing the scores Γ(h, z). We can observe that the highlighted regions correspond to salient motions in the frames.
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